Immortal Works

In an intensely competitive field, the following have been judged Immortal Captions and their authors are acclaimed as official Immortal Caption Writers, worthy of their fame and honor.

**October winning caption**

“Psst . . . I made Rogaine in chem class. Pass it on.”

Gary Mason, Software Engineer, LML, San Jose, Calif.

“Hey, do you think that bucket contains the latest copy of EE Times? How about maybe the Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition?”

Bill Keane
Manager, Field Services Engineers
White Systems Inc.
Kenilworth, N.J.

“Boy, these Asian grad schools sure have strict dress codes!”

Jeff Sorensen
Senior Applications Engineer
Teridian Semiconductor Corp.
Irvine, Calif.

“That fellow was trying to convince me to consider a career in RF analog design by saying it’s as packed with excitement as a monk’s life.”

Dinesh Saigal
Senior Manager
Applied Materials Inc.
Santa Clara, Calif.

“The what answer did you get for Problem 3 on the solid-state physics final?”

Mark Klemkosky
Staff Engineer
Intel Corp.
Chandler, Ariz.

“Future optical engineer quickly realizes that the shadow of his brother provides him a clearer image of the girls by the pool.”

Ken Whiteleather
Senior EE
Spartan Medical Systems
DeLeon Springs, Fla.

“What, they gave our heads a Burma Shave!”

Warren Podolske
Director
Milwaukee Metal Products Co.
Milwaukee

“Now that the music industry is following the lead of other industries and going offshore, the new boy bands have a distinctly different look and sound.”

Ken Schmanski
Senior Engineer
PEG Motors and Drives
Suannee, Ga.

“Okay, when I say ‘Dump,’ dump that bucket of ice cold water on your freshly shaved heads.”

Watson Kilbourne
Owner
CompugraphX
Coto de Caza, Calif.

“Hey, we are a startup and can’t maintain yield. Just smile and wave long enough to attract a venture capitalist.”

Neil Lavado
Product Design Engineer
Madison Co.
Branford, Conn.

“We told you WiMax has side effects!”

Robert Hunt
Analyst
R & R Enterprises
Herdon, Va.

“I told you the angry mob would worship the 300-mm crystal. It does not matter that we are a startup and cannot maintain yield. Just smile and wave long enough to attract a venture capitalist.”

Neil Lavado
Product Design Engineer
Madison Co.
Branford, Conn.

“Hey, do you think that bucket contains the latest copy of EE Times? How about maybe the Sports Illustrated swimsuit edition?”

Bill Keane
Manager, Field Services Engineers
White Systems Inc.
Kenilworth, N.J.

“When I was young, we were so poor that when we had a great idea, instead of a light bulb going off over our heads, we had to use a bucket.”

Mike Hughes
Product Development Engineer
Analog Devices Inc.
Greenboro, N.C.

“Okay, when I say ‘Dump,’ dump that bucket of porridge on the Immortal Works caption winner’s head. Ready! Waaaiiiit for iiiit . . .”

Stu Bell
Senior Software Engineer
DPhI Inc.
Boulder, Colo.